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Abstract--Cloud data auditing about data packets consistency on
cloud as well as DO and users identity discloserr issues are the
most focused concepts about cloud services. In this paper auditing
protocol and privacy of the DO and users has been taken into
consideration which resulted into a method which
h maintains the
availability of data once it gets on cloud, also use of linked list
effectively reduces the workload on servers also use oof Merkle hash
tree (MHT) helps to reduce verification computatiion complexity.
Thus proposed method states the effectivee pe
performance in
maintaining the control on cloud data as well as preven
ents the identity
of users which may prevent the system from cyber attaacks.
Keywords:- Cloud Services, Data Owner, Public Aud
uditing Protocol,
Cloud Services Providers, Security, Integrity.

I.

INTRODUCTION

In the present digital era, cloud storage is widelyy us
used in many
organizations; on demand service of cloud serv
rvice provider
satisfies the demand for cloud services. But
ut the security
concerns about data privacy and control must be maintained.
Outsourcing and auditing the cloud data are the
he topics which
are strongly under research [1]. Integrity of the data
da in the cloud
cannot be effectively guaranteed due to the
he following
reasons. First, due to users lose control of datta under Cloud
Computing, traditional cryptographic checking m
method cannot
be directly used to protect data security. Thereforre, the problem
of verifying the integrity of the data in the cloud
oud becomes
beco
even
more challenging. Secondly, the cloud storage sservice, which
often faces both software and hardware failure,
e, may decide to
hide the fact of data errors for the benefit of theirr own. Last but
not the least; it can also saving money or storage sp
space [2].
Apart from such cloud related problems IP tracee-back is an
effective solution to identify the sources of packkets as well as
the paths taken by the packets. For example, trace-back is
useful in defending against Internet DoS attackks and integrity
maintenance is achieved using effective IP tracee-back [3]. As
time goes by, the fast-growing data volumes make
m
it hard for
the sensors to store data due to their weak
eak storage
s
and
computing resources. It becomes a problem thaat how to store
these crowd-sensing data economically, as well as pe
perform
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queries on it efficiently. Considering
ng the flexible, on-demand
and low-cost usage of cloud storagee resources, the enterprises
and individuals, i.e., data owners (DO
DO), outsource their data to
the cloud server.
Thus, the users can get the information
on of interest by asking the
cloud service provider (CSP) for seaarching the outsourced data
[4]. Many applications uses colllected information from
diverse devices via wireless networkss have started to appear in
our daily life, the concept of Internet
net of things has attracted a
lot of attention as a key technology, in
i which the future society,
numerous “things” with sensors are deployed and connected
to networks, and data collected from
fr
these devices are used
for a wide variety of innovative indu
ndustrial applications [5]. The
proposed methodology uses an auditing protocol which
contributes in global and sampling
ng verifications, sampling
verification makes cloud data storaage more secure. Proposed
method improves the performance
ance of the designed protocol,
without introducing extra communica
cation overhead. And a query
answer authentication scheme based
ed on the Merkle hash tree
(MHT) helps to improve integrityy of cloud services with
maintaining autonomy of DO and users
us
as per need. Method
focuses on auditing cloud servi
rvices and also protect the
DO’s identity. Internal nodes of MH
HT to sign, as well as the
root node are taken into considderation thus verification
computation complexity could be siignificantly reduced in the
best case. Thus to improve cloud serv
ervice experience of
both
CSP and users proposed method focu
ocuses on auditing data
transfers and maintaining the DO’ss identity.

II. BACKGRO
OUND
Numbers of organizations are accep
pting cloud computing but
expecting reliable verification whetther cloud service providers
have stored their data securely. Ann eefficient public auditing
protocol with global and sampling
ng bblock less verification as
well as batch auditing, where data dynamics
d
are substantially
more efficiently supported than is the case
ca with the state of the art
with which computational and comm
munication overheads can
be reduced substantially [1]. The problem of ensuring the
integrity of datastorage in cloud com
mputing can be solved by
reducing the burden of generating
ng a constant
con
amount of metadata
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at the client side. By exploiting some good atttributes of the
bilinear group a simple and efficient audit servvice for public
verification of untrusted and outsourced storage can be done,
which can be important for achieving wide spread
ead de
deployment
of cloud computing. Extensive security and perform
mance analysis
shows efficiency and security [2]. IP trace-back
back pplays an
important role in cyber investigation processess, where the
sources and the traversed paths of packets need too be identified.
It has a wide range of applications, including netw
work forensics,
security auditing, network fault diagnosis, and pe
performance
testing. While this makes the trace-back service more
m
accessible,
regulating access to trace-back service inn a cloud-based
architecture becomes an important issue. Objectivve is to prevent
illegitimate users from requesting trace-back innformation for
malicious intention [3]. In cloud service over crowdd-sensing data,
the data owner (DO) publishes the sensing data throu
ough the cloud
server, so that the user can obtain the information
on of interest on
demand. But the cloud service providers (CS
SP) are often
untrustworthy. The privacy and security concerns em
merge over the
authenticity of the query answer and the leakaage of the DO
identity. To solve these issues, a cooperativee que
query answer
authentication scheme, based on the ring signaturre, the Merkle
hash tree (MHT) and the non- repudiable service pprotocol. Nonrepudiation protocol during the transmission of query answer
and verification object (VO) to protect trading
ng beha
behaviour between
the CSP and users [4]. The concept of Internet of thhings (IoT) has
attracted attention as a
society. In the
key technology for realizing future industriall so
future society, numerous “things” with sensors are ddeployed and
connected to networks, and data industrial applicaations. Focus
on data collection for location-based authentication system as an
application of industrial IoT. The authentication
on ssystem uses
ambient information, which is collected from the
he devices as
unique information at a certain place and a ccertain time.
However, since the ambient information changes co
continuously,
it is required to collect it in real time from multipooint. The key
point is to regulate the network performance for
or data
da collection
by considering the application requirements.
s. Since
Sin
the
location-based authentication system can be us
used in many
situations and has large expensively [5].
This paper introduces an efficient public auditting protocol
which helps to improve privacy of data owners tthis proposed
theory is organizes as follows. Section I Introducttion. Section
II discusses Background. Section III discusses prrevious work.
Section IV discusses existing scheme. Section V analysis and
discusses scheme results. Section VI proposed metthod. Section
VII includes outcome result possible. Secction VIII
Conclude this review paper. Section IX discussess Future
Fu
Scope

III.

S WORK DONE
PREVIOUS

JianShen et.al (2016) [1] have propo
oposed an efficient public
auditing protocol which
contributees in global and sampling
verifications, guarantee of sampling veerification makes Owners
believe that the cloud has properly sttored their data. Proposed
method improves the performancee of the designed protocol,
without introducing extra communica
cation overhead and cost
effective in performing single auditing
ng task and batch auditing
tasks.
TAN Shuang et.al (2014) [2] have proposed
p
efficient auditing
scheme for checking the integrity of data stored in the cloud.
Schemes try to reduce the cost of the
he initialization phase and
improve the performance at initiall level. The challengeresponse protocol in proposed work
k further provides a high
efficiency during initializing the
he checking
chec
protocol. Scheme
tries to reduce the storage burden of the
he verifier by introducing
the improved index- hash table. Extensive security and
performance analysis shows that the proposed
p
scheme is highly
efficient and secure.
Long Chengy et.al (2016) [3] have proposed a methodology
which handles access control problem
em in the cloud-based traceback architecture. A framework for
or au
authentication in cloudbased IP trace back, named FACT is developed,
de
which enhances
traditional authentication protocols such as the passwordbased scheme in cloud-based trace-bac
back. The proposed method
not only ensures that the user (or enttity) requesting for traceback service is an actual recipient of the packets to be traced,
but also adapts well to the limited markking space in IP header.
Liangmin Wang (2015) [4] have prop
oposed a cooperative query
answer authentication scheme, based on the ring signature, the
Merkle hash tree (MHT) and the non- reputable
r
service protocol.
The proposed scheme could not onlly verify the query answer
but also protect the DO’s identity. Firrst, it picks up the internal
nodes of MHT to sign, as well as the root node. Thus, the
verification computation complexityy could be significantly
reduced in the best case. Then it improves
i
an existing ring
signature to sign the selected
ed nod
nodes. The security and
performance analysis prove the secu
curity and feasibility of the
proposed scheme.
Yuichi Kawamoto et.al (2016) [5]
5] have proposed scheme
towards Secure Data Distribution Systems. Mobile Cloud
Computing is a novel data collection method for authentication
systems. This is an efﬁcient data colllection method considering
the requirements from the authenticattion system. This method
dynamically controls its parameters acc
ccording to the surrounding
environment and the requirements from
om the application side
The proposed methodology uses design
d
an efficient public
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auditing protocol. Proposed method contributes in global and
sampling verifications; guarantee of sampling verif
rification makes
owners believe that the cloud has properly stored ttheir data.

4.3 Framework for Authentication in
n Cloud- based IP
Traceback
IP trace-back is an effective solution
on to identify the sources
of packets as well as the paths taken by the packets. It is mainly
motivated by the need to trace back nettwork intruders or
attackers with spoofed IP addresses, for attribution as well as
attack defence and mitigation.
on. For example, trace-back is
useful in defending against Internet DoS
D attacks. It also assists
in mitigating attack effects. DoS attackks can be mitigated if they
are first detected, then traced back to their origins, and finally
blocked at entry points. IP trace-back
back can be used for a wide
range of while many different IP trac
ace-back approaches have
been proposed and importance of IP tracking is accepted
worldwide.

Fig. 1: The system model
Efficient data dynamics with a novel dynamicc structure are
provided in the protocol and various audiiting properties
are supported by the protocol. Proposed method
hod improves the
performance
of
the
designed
prottocol, without
introducing extra communication overhead

VI. EXISTING METHODOLOGY
4.1 An Efficient Public Auditing Protocol
Proposed method improves cloud services performance.
Proposed protocol is less expensive both in perfoorming single
auditing task and batch auditing tasks. verifying thhe integrity of
the data in the cloud becomes even more challenginng. Secondly,
the cloud storage service, which often faces
aces bo
both software
and hardware failure, may decide to hide the fact of data
errors for the benefit of their own. Last but not thee least; it can
also saving money or storage space. The propposed public
checking scheme is a collection of four pollynomial-time
algorithms KeyGen, SigGen, GenProof, CheckProo
Proof, which
works to implement a simple and efficient audditing scheme
for checking the integrity of data stored in the clooud. Stateless
verification, Unbounded use of queries, Public verification,
Support dynamic operation are the different services are
maintained while implementing the proposed auditing
ng sscheme.

Fig. 2: Framework overview
ew for temporal tokenbased authentication in cloud-based
ed trace back
el cloud-based trace-back
In this paper, first present a novel
architecture, which handles increeasingly available cloud
infrastructures for logging traffic digeests, in order to implement
forensic
trace-back.
Proposed
ed
cloud-based trace-back
simplifies the trace-back processing
ng and makes trace-back
service more accessible.
4.4 Cooperative Query Answer Auth
hentication
Scheme

4.2 Method for Checking the Integrity of Data in
n the Cloud

In this paper, the proposed methodollogy attends such a cloud
service system based on crowd-sensing
ng data
d
comes into being.
There are three entities in the system
m: DO, user, and CSP. The
crowd-sensing data is provided by many data owners. More
users and CSP would join in the sysstem for utilizing these
data. Due to the collaborative operration among DO, user
and CSP, multiple security and privvacy problems have to be
taken into consideration. The securityy and privacy requirements
include: In demand for privacy preseervation, the DO tends to

Service platform for the internet promises to provide
de wide range
of services including security and integrity. One of the biggest
concerns is that the integrity of the data in the cloud
oud cannot be
effectively guaranteed due to the following reasons.
r
First,
due to users lose control of data under Cloud
oud Computing,
traditional cryptographic checking method cannoot be directly
used to 0protect data security. Therefore, the problem
em of
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outsource the data anonymously. Thus inn some
so
specific
application scenarios, the DO is also called as thhe anonymous
data provider. The CSP provides the paid serviice for users.
Hence in pursuit of commercial profits, the CSP requires that
users cannot deny having been served by the CSP
SP if the CSP
has sent the proper query answers to the users. Sinnce the CSP is
often untrustworthy, the users desire urgently for
or an efficient
query answer authentication scheme.
4.5 Effectively
Collecting
Data of Location-for
L
Location-Based Authentication in Internet of Thing
ngs
Now a day’s many kinds of applications ussing collected
information from diverse devices via wireless networks
n
have
started to appear in our daily life, the conceptt of Internet of
things has attracted a lot of attention as a key
ey technology, in
which the future society, numerous “things” wit
ith sensors are
deployed and connected to networks.

A cooperative query answer authenticaation scheme which applies
to cloud system not only verify the
he trustiness, completeness,
authenticity of the query answers efficiiently, but also satisfy DO’s
requirement for anonymity and gua
uarantee
non-repudiation
service between CSP and user[4].
To improve the performance of the syystem, some parameters for
the network control were adjusted
ed dynamically
d
according to
requirements from the system and the
t
surrounding network
environment. Which improves accurracy of the location based
authentication system [5].

Existing
Methodologies
Efficient
Public
Auditing
Protocol

Fig. 3: Example of the system architecturee.
The proposed method is an efﬁcient dataa collection
method considering the requirements from the
he authentication
au
system. This method is focus on data collection for locationbased authentication system as an application of ind
ndustrial IoT.
The authentication system uses ambient informati
tion, which is
collected from the devices as unique information
on at a certain
place and a certain time. The key point is to regulatee the network
performance for data collection by considering the
he app
application
requirements. Since the location-based authenticcation system
can be used in many situations and has large exp
expensively, the
proposed work is considered to signiﬁcantly conttribute to the
future industrial IoT society.
IV.

ms better both in terms of
state of the art, protocol perform
efficient dynamic support makes protoocol perform better both in
terms of efficient dynamic support and
nd reduced overhead [1].
Efficient results on comparison of gen
enerating metadata under
different file’s size and different remoote data integrity checking
schemes. Maintain the auditing timee under different remote
data integrity checking schemes and
nd ddifferent sectors in a
block [2].
Metrics for comparison helps to anaalyse the performance of
the method. Number of marked packeets for token delivery: the
number of packets marked by the last-hop
hop router for delivering
an access token to an end-host. Token
T
delivery delay: the
time elapsed from a preamble sent by the last-hop router to the
last marked packet received by the end
d-host when delivering an
access token [3].

Checking
Integrity
Data in
Cloud

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

mic structure
Public auditing protocol with a novel dynam
composed of a doubly linked info table and a loc
ocation array.
Effective performance improvement when compa
pared with the
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Advantages

Once data arre Computational cost
outsourced
to of the protocol is
cloud, it will not still relatively high.
remain
unchanged
during the whoole
period of the
he
cloud.

It Support
of efficient
the dynamic
operations on
data blocks, e.g..
modification,
insertion,
deletion.

Authentication
in Cloud

Disadvantages

Little
computational
and
storagge

Problem
of
verifying integrity
of the data in the
cloud becomes even
more
challenging.

Long
detection
cycle;
high
computational and
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Cooperative
Query Answer
Authentication
Scheme

Collecting
Data for the
Location- for

the LocationBased
Authentication in
Internet of Things

It
provides
higher
efficiency and
lowe
r
communication
cost
Data collection
method
achieves to
improve
accuracy of the
location-based
authentication
system efficiently

If the
he signature is
not trrusted, then
hashh
compu
putation is
wasteed.

Limit
itation
netw
work
resou
ources, it

ith maintaining identity
Fig. 4: Auditing Protocol wit
VII. OUTCOME AND POSSIBLE RESULT

of
i

collectt da
data from
numerous
ous
devices
ces in real
time.

VIII. CONCLUSION
Future work involves minim
misation in experimental
comparison which improves analysis
an
study.Maintaining
cost efficiency and maintaining
ng and improving the privacy
of user can be treated as scope forr future work.

TABLE 1: Pro and Cons of existing methodologies
VI.

This paper proposes collectivee functionality of public
auditing protocol and an authenntication scheme. Structure
composed of a doubly linked inffo table and hash tree helps
to improve efficiency of executing
execu
protocols. Dynamic
support and reduction in managing
ng overhead
o
with managing
DO’s requirement for anonymity
y and guarantee nonrepudiation
service between CSP
C
and user is proposed.
Basic challenges such as baatch auditing block less
verification and lazy update cann be managed effectively.
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